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Executive Summary 
 

The National Fallen Firefighters Foundation (NFFF) hosted the Truman Fire Forum Working Group 
Meeting in San Antonio, Texas on February 14-16, 2022. The purpose of the 2022 forum was to 
revisit the "next steps" presented in the 2019 Truman Fire Forum report, to discuss emerging trends 
and issues in the fire service, and to continue breathing life into Truman's vision of a fire safe nation.  
Seven working groups were established during the meeting with the following focus areas: 

• Integrate fire prevention and public education into the regular operations of the fire 
department.  

• Use data, research, and science as a basis for improving fire prevention.  
• Marry modern solutions with modern challenges and problems. 
• Find new ways to leverage fire prevention safety efforts.  
• Tell the fire prevention story.  
• Evaluating risk and making decisions. 
• Carrying forward the legacy of Truman's vision. 
 

Each working group was assigned questions and spent time systematically addressing the 
questions and refining topics to be discussed at the next Truman forum.  This report outlines the 
findings from the working groups and provides the NFFF with next steps guidance.   The tragic civilian 
multi-fatality fires in Philadelphia and New York at the start of 2022 and the Line-of-Duty Deaths 
(LODDs) of St. Louis Firefighter Benjamin Polson and Baltimore City Firefighters Paul Butrim, Kenny 
Lacayo, and Kelsey Sadler just prior to the meeting highlights the importance of the forums and 
underscores that our work is not yet done.   
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Background, Overview, and Workshop Goals 
 

In 1947, President Harry S. Truman held the President's Conference on Fire Prevention after the 
United States suffered several devastating fires which resulted in a large loss of life.  One year 
prior to the President's Conference, in 1946, a combined total of 217 lives were lost in the 
Winecoff Hotel Fire in Atlanta, Georgia, the LaSalle Hotel Fire in Chicago, Illinois, and the Ice Plant 
Fire in New York, New York.  The purpose of the President's Conference was to bring together 
fire experts from around the country and task them with developing action items to address the 
country's fire problem.  Several action items arose from the President's Conference.  These action 
items, such as the development of fire-safe cigarettes, the implementation of clothing and 
furniture flammability standards, and the adoption of model building codes, have improved fire 
safety and reduced loss of life and property in the United States.   

In May 2019, the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation (NFFF) partnered with the Truman 
Foundation to host the 17th Annual President Harry S. Truman Legacy Symposium and the 
President Truman Fire Forum.  The events aimed to revisit and revive President Truman’s 1947 
commitment to building a fire safe nation.  During the 2019 Symposium and Fire Forum, fire 
experts from across the country joined together to develop strategies to combat fire-related 
injuries and deaths in both the civilian and fire service populations; strategies were underpinned 
by the 16 Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives (FLSI)1 (Appendix A), and specifically FLSI #14- "Public 
education must receive more resources and be championed as a critical fire and life safety 
program."  FLSI #14 aims to challenge the fire service to make public education and fire 
prevention a top priority which, in turn, empowers citizens to take responsibility for their safety, 
reduce the occurrence of fires and trapped occupant rescues, and reduces the risk of firefighter 
injuries and deaths (i.e., NFFF mission). 

The 2019 gathering released a report which included 24 Strategies to Moving Forward (Appendix 
B) for continuing the legacy of Truman’s vision. From these strategies emerged the following five 
highest ranked priorities: 

1. Integrate fire prevention and public education into the regular operations of the fire 
department. Key tenets of this strategy include encouraging fire departments to change 
their culture to value fire prevention on equally with operations, starting fire prevention 
education at the recruit level, viewing fire as a failure in the system, and understanding 
that that the fire chief is ultimately responsible for Community Risk Reduction (CRR). 

2. Use data, research, and science as a basis for improving fire prevention. Integrating data 
and research will give us the power to tell the story of why change is needed.  Firefighters 
and fire officers are on the front lines of this, and it is critical that they know the value 

 
1 The 16 Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives (FLSI) were developed to support the Everyone Goes Home® program. 
Each initiative aims to improve firefighter health and safety by addressing a specific component of the fire service. 
More information on the Everyone Goes Home® program is available at http://www.everyonegoeshome.com/ 
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and importance of data – both locally and nationally. This strategy includes the proper 
funding of basic fire service research, including physiological, fire behavior, and others. 

3. Marry modern solutions with modern challenges and problems. Since the events of 
1947, our nation has only grown more complex – both in our use and access to technology 
and in our people. Technology and interactive applications that didn’t exist in 1947 now 
give us the power to reach the public in ways once unimaginable. With this, the diversity 
of our nation’s generations and ethnic cultures has changed fire prevention and we must 
account for these complexities in developing our messages. 

4. Find new ways to leverage fire prevention safety efforts. Identify and act on creative 
strategies to increasing fire prevention methods, such as encouraging government 
agencies such as Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the Department of Veterans 
Affairs (VA), who provide 48% of all new mortgages, to limit mortgage funding to homes 
without sprinklers. 

5. Tell the fire prevention story. Use professional marketing expertise to get our message 
out so that as many people as possible are aware of and understand the importance of 
fire prevention. 

During the 2019 meeting, stakeholders also recommended the implementation, each year, of 
one of the six committees originally outlined in the 1947 President's Conference on Fire 
Prevention report, which included:  

• Committee on Law Enforcement 
• Committee on Fire Prevention,  
• Committee on Firefighting Services,  
• Committee on Research, 
• Committee on Building, Construction, Operations, and Protection, and  
• Committee on Public Support.   

Further, during the 2019 meeting, stakeholders recommended that the NFFF convene another 
Firefighter Life Safety Summit2 and National Fire Service Research Agenda Symposium3.   

The first Firefighter Life Safety Summit was held in 2004.  The goal of the summit was to examine 
firefighter safety culture and develop policies and training programs to reduce firefighter line-of-
duty deaths (LODDs).  The main work product of the summit was the 16 FLSIs.  Each subsequent 
summit (both national and mini) focused on measuring the successes of the 16 FLSIs and 
determining future strategies to advance NFFF's mission.  The first National Fire Service Research 
Agenda Symposium was held in 2005.  The purpose of the symposium was to develop a research 

 
2 More information on the Firefighter Life Safety Summits can be found at 
https://www.everyonegoeshome.com/resources/everyone-goes-home-firefighter-life-safety-summit-reports/ 
 
3 More information on the National Fire Service Research Agenda Symposiums can be found at 
https://www.everyonegoeshome.com/resources/research-symposium-reports/ 
 

https://www.everyonegoeshome.com/resources/everyone-goes-home-firefighter-life-safety-summit-reports/
https://www.everyonegoeshome.com/resources/research-symposium-reports/
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roadmap aimed at improving firefighter safety and health (aligning with the 7th FLSI4).  
Subsequent symposiums in 2011, 2015, and 2021 focused on measuring successes, adjusting to 
change, and furthering the concept that firefighters must protect themselves to protect others.        

In December 2019, the Truman Fire Forum Working Group Meeting was held in Washington, D.C.  
The primary purpose of the meeting was to plan for the upcoming National Fire Service Research 
Agenda Symposium and National Firefighter Life Safety Summit.  A secondary purpose of the 
meeting was to advance the five priorities established during the 17th Annual President Harry S. 
Truman Legacy Symposium and the President Truman Fire Forum.  Breakout groups were 
assigned to focus on six fire safety components: Community Risk Reduction, Data, Marketing, 
Research Agenda, Sprinklers, and Technology.  Attendees also worked on prioritizing the 
remaining strategies identified during the May 2019 meeting.  The meeting also focused on the 
importance of establishing external partnerships to assist the fire service in achieving their fire 
safety goals and identifying ways that the fire service could push for "fire service-friendly" federal 
appointments.  

The 2022 Truman Fire Forum aimed to continue work on goals established during the 2019 
Truman Fire Forum.  The purpose of the 2022 Forum was to revisit the "next steps" presented in 
the 2019 report, to discuss emerging trends and issues in the fire service, and to continue breathing 
life into Truman's vision of a fire safe nation.  At the meeting, the tragic multi-fatality fires in 
Philadelphia and New York at the start of 2022 and the LODDs of St Louis Firefighter Benjamin Polson 
and Baltimore City Firefighters Paul Butrim, Kenny Lacayo, and Kelsey Sadler were discussed.  
Attendees recognized that these tragedies highlight the importance of President Truman's vision 
and the Truman Fire Forums.    

Workshop Agenda & Attendees 
 

The Truman Fire Forum Working Group Meeting was held at the Westin Riverwalk in San Antonio, 
Texas on February 14 – 16, 2022.  A list of workshop attendees is provided in Appendix C.   

 

February 14, 2022 - Meeting Kickoff 
 

The meeting kicked off with a welcome reception dinner on February 14, 2022.  Opening remarks 
were given by Chief Ronald Siarnicki, Executive Director of NFFF; Victor Stagnaro, Managing 
Director of NFFF; Vickie Pritchett, Director of Outreach and Government Relations for the 
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA); Chief Charles Hood, Chief of the San Antonio Fire 

 
4 The 7th FLSI is " Create a national research agenda and data collection system that relates to the 16 Firefighter 
Life Safety Initiatives".  The 16 FLSIs can be found at https://www.everyonegoeshome.com/16-initiatives/ 
 

https://www.everyonegoeshome.com/16-initiatives/
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Department and NFFF Board Member; and Dr. Lori Moore-Merrell, United States Fire 
Administrator.  The opening remarks established some of the goals for the workshop, which were 
to bring together stakeholders to tackle the U.S. fire problem, advance the message of the 
Everyone Goes Home® program and the 16 FLSIs, and establish next steps based on previous 
Truman Fire Forums. 

 
2022 Truman Fire Forum Attendees 
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  Dr. Moore-Merrell, U.S. Fire Admin.                    Ronald Siarnicki, NFFF Exec. Director 

February 15, 2022 - Opening Remarks, Panel Discussion, and 
Breakout Groups 
 

Opening Remarks 

On February 15, 2022, the forum opened with presentations by Chief Siarnicki; Chief Hood; Eric 
Walsh, San Antonio City Manager; Shane Ray, President of the NFSA; Dr. Moore-Merrell; and 
Steve Kerber, Executive Director of UL's Fire Safety Research Institute (FSRI).   

Chief Siarnicki opened the day recognizing the purpose of the forums to reduce the occurrence 
of fire and, in turn, reduce firefighter deaths and injuries.  He noted that the expertise of 
attendees would help guide fire safety efforts in prevention, mitigation, community education, 
and emerging threats.  Attendees watched a video recap of the 2019 Truman Legacy Symposium, 
including Clifton Truman Daniels’ message to "Make our firemen's dangerous work less 
necessary".   Chief Siarnicki indicated that our destination up to this point has been marked by 
many milestones and challenged attendees to contribute to revitalizing the legacy and vision of 
Truman's commitment.  The mission of the day was outlined as (1) revisiting the 
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recommendations made by Truman and implementing those strategies moving forward, (2) using 
knowledge and passion to determine where we will go from here, and (3) working to take 
initiatives to the next level during the next two NFFF events planned in September 2022.  

In his presentation, Chief Charles Hood challenged attendees to embrace Truman's vision to 
address the menace of fire.  He noted that people and members are going to "out-perform" 
everything we do in an attempt to try to remediate the risk.  Chief Hood discussed community 
risk reduction and recommended that crews take the opportunity to identify high risk conditions 
during calls for service.  He urged leaders in fire service to come together to learn how to make 
our communities safer and emphasized that we should take ever death personally and ask how 
we can make things better.  Chief Hood discussed the need for sustainability and innovation in 
the fire service and provided examples of San Antonio Fire Department's innovative approaches, 
e.g., carrying whole blood on ambulance to provide critical, on-scene care.  He ended by 
recognizing that we also need to provide great internal customer service to our fire service 
members to ensure they are being taken care of in the same way that they care for our citizens.       

Mr. Eric Walsh indicated that the key to ensuring safety of the public and firefighters is engaging 
the community and stakeholders.  He also stressed that we must make stakeholders, business 
owners, and those affected by tragedies a part of the innovation process. 

 
Erik Walsh, San Antonio City Manager 
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Mr. Shane Ray discussed public policy issues that prevent us from moving fire safety forward and 
stressed that "We do not have to die in situations that are within our control."  He challenged 
attendees to answer the following: "What is our next act?" and "What is our next federal 
legislation that will help us to do our job?"  In closing, Mr. Ray quoted Charles Noble saying, "You 
must have long-range goals to keep you from being frustrated by short-range failures." 

 
Shane Ray, NFSA 

 

Dr. Moore-Merrell discussed the U.S. death toll at 413 deaths since the beginning of 2022 and 
noted the United States Fire Administration's (USFA) shared mission is to reduce the number of 
fire fatalities in America.  To do this, Dr. Moore-Merrell indicated that we must engage the people 
that aren't listening to fire safety messaging and "leverage what we know works".  She ended by 
encouraging attendees to "get everyone to walk in lock step" and have a consistent and 
resounding message. 
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Erik Walsh, Dr. Moore-Merrell, Chief Charles Hood (Left to Right) 

 
Dr. Steve Kerber started his presentation by assuring attendees that there is a lot of fire safety 
history to build on and a lot of "ammunition" that those before us did not have.  He discussed 
Truman's recognition that there was a momentum headed in the wrong direction and that it was 
time to "course correct", but questioned whether we have made enough progress, noting that 
large loss of life fires is still occurring.   Dr. Kerber noted that new technologies, such as lithium-
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ion batteries, will introduce new threats.  He ended by reminding attendees that the goal of the 
forum is to open a dialogue and get the discussions going.   

 
Steve Kerber, UL FSRI 

 

Panel Discussion 

Following the opening remarks and keynote speaker presentations, a panel discussion was 
moderated by Dr. Kerber. Panelists included Adam Thiel, Commissioner of the Philadelphia Fire 
Department; Frank Leeb, FDNY Deputy Assistant Chief, and Joseph Jardin, FDNY Assistant Chief - 
Chief of Fire Prevention.  Much of the panel discussion focused on the January 5, 2022, fire on 
23rd Street in Philadelphia resulting in 12 deaths and the January 9, 2022, fire on 181st Street in 
the Bronx which resulted in 17 deaths.    

In talking about the tragedies, Commissioner Thiel noted that it is hard to stay optimistic, as it 
feels like we continue to talk about the same issues with little movement forward.  He noted that 
fire is a global problem and that we have failed to "move markets" and address the equity issue.  
He indicated that the community expectation is "we will save your family or die trying" and that 
the fire department is expected to bridge the gap when we fail to reduce risk through 
implementation and enforcement of effective codes.  Commissioner Thiel stressed that those 
making policy decisions need to be educated and informed in a different way, and the fire service 
needs to be competent at both operations and prevention.      
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Regarding the 181st Street fire incident, Chief Leeb spoke about the building letting "us" down; 
the building and the codes failed the fire department.  He stressed that the iron is hot, but it 
won't stay hot for long, so we should take advantage of the fact that fire safety is in the forefront 
of the public's minds.  In discussing the circumstances surrounding the 181st Street fire, Chief 
Leeb stressed that it isn't fair to expect an occupant to close the door before they leave their 
residence, in a moment when they are attempting to save themselves or their family; the self-
closing features of the door should work.   

In speaking about the fire on 181st Street, Chief Jardin noted that there has been much focus on 
door closers, space heaters, and public safety education, but not much focus on retrofitting 
sprinklers.  He noted that we have allowed our elected and appointed officials to tolerate the 
norm.  Further, he indicated that steps we take to improve fire safety will benefit the public and 
will, ultimately, benefit the fire service.  Chief Jardin reiterated a common theme of the morning 
discussions, the need for a sustainable fire service to address emerging threats, such as 
combustible cladding and lithium-ion powered mobility devices; the fire service needs to take 
quick action on new issues.   

The morning session ended with closing remarks by Victor Stagnaro, NFFF Managing Director.   
Mr. Stagnaro reminded attendees of their mission to revisit recommendations from the 2019 
Truman Fire Forum and to set the agenda for the next Truman Fire Forum in September 2022.  
He indicated that the focus of efforts should be on equity issues, defining the targets and aims, 
and determining who needs to be a part of the next meeting.   
 

Working Group Assignments 

After the opening remarks, seven working groups, as detailed in Appendix D, were established 
with the following areas of focus: 

• Integrate fire prevention and public education into the regular operations of the fire 
department.  

• Use data, research, and science as a basis for improving fire prevention.  
• Marry modern solutions with modern challenges and problems. 
• Find new ways to leverage fire prevention safety efforts.  
• Tell the fire prevention story.  
• Evaluating risk and making decisions. 
• Carrying forward the legacy of Truman's vision. 

 

Each working group was assigned various questions and spent the remainder of the day 
systematically addressing these questions and refining topics to be discussed at the next Truman 
Fire Forum.   
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February 16, 2022 - Breakout Group Findings and Closing Remarks 
 

Breakout Group Findings 

The group questions and discussion/answers are provided in the sections that follow.  A few 
working groups formatted their responses as general discussion points while other provided 
specific answers to each question. 

GROUP 1: Integrate fire prevention and public education into the regular operations of the fire 
department 

Questions 

1. What can fire departments do to encourage a cultural shift where fire prevention is 
viewed through an equal lens with operations?  

2. What are the pros and cons of introducing a more robust fire prevention training module 
in recruit firefighter training? 

3. What will it take for operational firefighters to see fire as a system failure? 
4. Who is ultimately responsible for community risk reduction?  

a. If not the fire chief, then who?  
b. If the fire chief, then why isn’t the responsibility the top priority for the fire chief? 

 
Tom Jenkins, Chief of City of Rogers Fire Department 
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Answers/Discussion 
• Culture must connect fire prevention and operations: 

o Rebranding “save more lives through prevention” & “fire isn’t a celebration”, 
rather it indicates a failure in fire prevention system 

o Modify the perception and expectation of the job 
• Retrain media to understand risk reduction like they do catastrophic loss 
• Prevention/Community Risk Reduction (CRR) needs to be Chapter 1 of the Essentials of 

Fire Fighting (not Chapter 22) 
• Need attainable steps for integration of Fire Marshal's Office (FMO) and Operations 

o Operations side of fire department has the best “eyes” on the community 
o Prevention has the best fire safety solutions 

• The fire department needs more partners 
o Emergency management agencies, healthcare, teachers, law enforcement 
o Non-governmental organizations, e.g., Meals of Wheels 
o Risk management system and CAD should integrate data to help identify problems 

and aid information sharing 
• Leadership must believe in CRR and fire prevention 

o CRR means fewer LODDs and less firefighter mental health impacts 
• Increase and front-load knowledge of CRR and fire prevention into fire academies 

o The pros are that probationary firefighters are like stem cells eager to learn and 
absorb new information, starting early will influence department behavior, etc.  

o The cons are that it is more for instructors to manage, class is already overloaded 
with KSAs required by NFPA 1001, potential financial impact, etc.   

• Firefighters need to see fire as a failure 
o Post Incident Analysis/After Action Report modification 
o Better understanding of outputs (not just fire loss) 
o Promote CRR “wins” as much as big fires 
o Leaders establish this expectation 

• Everyone is responsible for CRR 

The working group also defined six action items, as follows: 

1. Improve academy introduction and emphasis for CRR and fire prevention (it isn’t just 
about teaching the public about stop-drop-and-roll and smoke detectors) —> the whole 
job is CRR 

2. Rebrand CRR so that failure is considered with each fire 
3. Encourage and establish interaction with FMO and operations 
4. Make changes to AFG and SAFER grant programs to promote use of grants for CRR, Risk 

Reduction training, Risk Reduction staffing, etc.  
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5. Change culture – like fighter pilots, we want to make sure we are exercised and ready, 
but we shouldn't want to go to fires to get that training - there are other ways to remain 
proficient.      

6. Utilize fire investigation findings to identify fire prevention needs.  

GROUP 2: Use data, research, and science as a basis for improving fire prevention- “Integrating 
data and research will give us the power to tell the story of why change is needed.” 

Questions 

1. How do we convince firefighters and fire officers that accurate, detailed reporting and 
data collection is essential for everything they do? 

2. What technologies can be integrated into report writing to relieve the dread so many 
firefighters feel when it comes to documentation? 

3. What type of “data” do even the most reluctant firefighters believe is important and why? 
4. When and how should the importance of data collection be introduced to firefighters? 
5. NFIRS, NFORS, NWhatsnext… 

a. What should the ultimate fire reporting system look like?  
b. How should it be structured for access?  
c. Who should have access to it? 

6. Why are fire departments reluctant to share data with other fire departments? 
7. What data/research/science is needed to improve fire prevention and firefighter 

survivability? (Address all three separately against fire prevention and firefighter 
survivability) 

 

Answers/Discussion 

• Simplify the systems used for data collection 
• Purpose (why) - We must understand why we are collecting the data.  The purpose may 

be different to different people. 
• Convey the purpose in an impactful manner - It will not resonate if it is not relatable.   
• Adopt a common set of terms/definitions for consistency in captured data.  

o What is a fire? 
o What is a response? Calls/incident/unit movement 

• Identify the best person for data collection, e.g., company officer, battalion chief, 
investigator? 

• Good data → good info → context = story  
o Making data driven decisions instead of data informed decisions 

• Scalability  
o Are we struggling because we are trying to make a one size fits all system?  
o Determine what data is a must have and which data is nice to have. 

• We don’t measure “everything” else 
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o All things required to drive an organization forward are not being tracked to 
determine the resources needed to address all operation aspects, e.g., many do 
not track training hours 

• Generalizability/Reproducibility (Is a fire in 1980 the same as a fire 2022?) 
o Even though we may be going to less fires, the impact of a fire today may not be 

the same as the fire of yesterday.   
• Crosslink data platforms and utilize information sharing electronics  
• Consider data sharing privacy issues 

o For everything we try to collect and use for our fire service, someone will block 
the ability to share that information.  

o We must make sure that we are not putting a toe over the line when we collect 
and share information- avoiding privacy issues when deciding what to collect. 

GROUP 3: Marry modern solutions with modern challenges and problems 

Questions 

1. Compare Truman's recommendations to today’s fire problems in America. What 
technologies exist today that did not exist in 1947 that could be used to make a difference 
in the nation’s fire problem? 

2. What technologies exist today that are underused in reaching the public with fire safety 
messaging? 

3. How do we better reach underserved populations to promote fire safety? 
4. How do we engage better served populations to support efforts to reach the underserved 

regarding fire safety? 
 

Answers/Discussion 

In addressing question 1, the working group indicated the following regarding new technologies:  

• Technological advancements include: 
o Connectivity, data & information sharing, both in real-time monitoring and 

geospatially.  
o Enhanced monitoring & notification capabilities.  
o Artificial intelligence, robotics, military tools, PPE, and building materials 

• With new technology comes new problems, e.g., significant advancements in PPE have 
put firefighters in places that perhaps they shouldn't be.   

In addressing question 2, the working group indicated the following regarding underused 
technologies: 

• Consider internal vs. external audiences 
o ↘Integration of Technology    ↘General Public & Government Officials 
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• Utilize social media and determine how to measure success. 
• Micro learning - We have made advancements in understanding how people learn and 

now we need to integrate knowledge into methods used to educate people. 
• Utilize communications team to develop better marketing, universal messaging, better 

formatting, and adaptation.  
• Embrace and leverage technology 

o “Coloring books → App”- not everyone has access to technology 
• Address equity issues - Not everyone has equal access to technology.  

o Addressing this issue may require boots on the ground, and assistance from 
community organizations, such as non-governmental organizations, faith-based, 
etc.                   

In addressing question 3, the working group indicated the following regarding underserved 
populations: 

• Strive to live where they live and go where they go.   
o Going door-to-door to contact underserved populations 

• Better technology for language translation    
o Part of marketing (consider all the other multitude of language that are not being 

translated) 
• Smart city technology, e.g., free WIFI in exchange for messaging.  

In addressing question 4, the working group indicated the following regarding better-served 
populations:  

• It takes a village.  This is the idea of community-everyone does their part.  
• Show how an underserved area affects the better served community using data.  
• The fire service must advocate for the underserved community.  
• Utilize faith-based group and corporate/business leaders for outreach 
• Utilize corporate/business leaders for outreach/partnership 
• Engagement- ensure underserved groups are at the table 
• Hand up vs. hand out solutions; we don’t want to just throw money at a problem. 
• Theme should be "Take Action".  We don’t want to produce a report that goes on the 

shelf, we must demand action from what we are doing here to make a change. USFA 
should be at the helm in leading this effort.  

• Discussion- How are we using technology to recruit? Recruitment should be a part of 
effort to ensure we are not just engaging the public but that we are making them a part 
of our organization.  We struggle as an industry with going to talk to people rather than 
talking with people. 
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GROUP 4: Find new ways to leverage fire prevention safety efforts 

Questions 

1. Who is doing it right? 
a. What are they doing others are not? 
b. What are the barriers to other agencies adopting strategies used by those who are 

“doing it right?” 
2. Who else (non-fire agencies) should be recruited to participate in the fire prevention 

effort? 
3. Where else and at what levels can fire prevention be introduced to school curricula? 
4. What are some of the biggest obstacles to greater emphasis on fire prevention in your 

own experience? 
5. If you had unlimited resources at your disposal, where would you apply them to better 

leverage fire prevention safety efforts? 
6. The 2019 Key West attendees identified this strategy as one of the top 5 to address. Do 

you agree with the ranking? Tell me why as our report out will drive the agenda for 
September’s full forum gathering.   
 

Answers/Discussion 

In addressing question 1, the working group indicated the following regarding who is doing it 
right:  

• National and local programs are out there. 
o There are national level programs and efforts managed by NFFF (e.g., Everyone 

Goes Home), UL FSRI (e.g., Close Before You Doze), and NFPA (e.g., Fire and Life 
Safety Ecosystem)  

o There are local level programs, such as Michigan's use of technology to report 
incidents real time and convey information to the community 

o USFA is a fire prevention resource  
o Vision 20/20 is a fire prevention resource 
o When looking at how others are doing it, it is important to determine what is best 

for the individual department. 
• Barriers include:  

o Money, labor, and buy in from all groups 
o A challenge is determining how to get the right information to the boots on the 

ground and the community. 
o There is not a great communication network 

 Consider adding fire prevention to Firefighter I and II training programs to 
give insight to probationary members on codes and standards 
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 Utilize visionaries and influencers would are leveraging technology and 
resources to get their message out 

o Fire departments may not know what they are expected to do or what their job 
really is when they go out into the community?  

o We are not tracking data on injuries and survivors.  What are we doing to look at 
those statistics, and what is the impact it might have on the community in a 
whole? 
 This data will aid in understanding the impact of fire to cities/states/govt.    

In addressing question 2, the working group indicated the following regarding non-fire agency 
participation in fire prevention:  

• Recruit agencies that feel restricted by our mission, typically because fire prevention 
adversely impacts their bottom line. Some of these agencies can be internal and external 
customers. 

o National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) 
o National Restaurant Association (NRA) 
o League of Cities and Towns 
o Chamber of Commerce 
o Educational systems - Colleges as a whole 
o National Association of Counties (NACo) 
o Main Street America 
o ADA compliance/Housing agencies 
o Assisted living (small homes), Shelters, Halfway houses 

• Housing agencies mission is to find housing for individuals which is higher priority than 
finding fire safe housing- we have conflicting priorities 

• Understanding that upper-level decision makers have other problems that are often 
more pressing than our issues, which makes buy-in difficult. Why are they resistant and 
do we understand their point of view? 

• Other agencies that can help us include: 
o Corporate America 
o Tenant rights groups 
o Community advocates 
o Homeowner's Associations (HOA)- assisted living 
o Influencers 

In addressing question 3, the working group indicated the following regarding fire prevention in 
school curriculum:  

• Fire prevention could be integrated into school curriculum in the following ways: 
o UL’s program-Explorer lab 
o Teach them when they can put it into action. 
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o Connect science in middle school 
o Use technology/on-line programs  
o School counselors  
o Senior recruitment-Signing day 
o Scouts 
o Church groups 
o After fire action programs-neighborhood canvas (this is a prime time to reach out 

to community members)- how do we track the success of these interactions? 
o Incoming Freshman 
o Technology programs for high school juniors/seniors (co-ops) 
o Community College transfer programs-high school programs giving college credits 

In addressing question 4, the working group indicated the following regarding obstacles in fire 
prevention: 

• Money 
• Education of community/internal and external partners (leadership-city, county, 

state/Fire Dept) 
o What information are we getting out? 
o Is it a common voice and in step with other agencies?  
o Is it personal and meaningful to the audience? If not, we need to make it personal. 
o Do people see the value in fire prevention? 

• Internal beliefs that fire prevention is putting people out of their job  
o Conflict between firefighters' desire to run more fires and fire preventions' desire 

to stop fires from happening 
o Fire prevention is not sexy enough 

• Fire prevention roles are not typically seen as a promotional opportunity 
o How do we make it an opportunity/promotional role? 

In addressing question 5, the working group indicated the following regarding unlimited 
resources: 

• Retrofit sprinklers 
• Community risk reduction programs 

o Support existing and new programs 
• Insurance companies- promote incentives 

o Inclusive of all fire safety components 
o Tie to discounts on life insurance/health insurance benefits 

• Lobbyists- ensure they are well paid and happy 
• Push for universal adoption of all codes/standards 
• Increase allocation of money for fire prevention grants 
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• Use media and a national campaign that is a unified message. All of us needing to say the 
same things. 

• Utilize regional resources- grant writing project 
o Educational components 
o Meetings-what info gets to the prevention people? 

• Fully fund the UFSA 

In addressing question 6, the working group indicated the following regarding the 2019 Truman 
Forum top 5 strategies: 

• Yes- Finding new ways to leverage fire prevention safety efforts should be one of the top 
five strategies we continue to work on.  

o For 250 years, we have stood by Ben Franklin's quote that "An ounce of prevention 
is worth a pound of cure." 

o It is a foundational piece of the discussion 
o People are still dying! Fire prevention is needed 
o We need to enhance and create new initiatives for top 5 strategies- It Is TIME!!! 

Other topics that the working group discussed included:  

• Find new ways to leverage fire prevention safety efforts 
o Identify and act on creative strategies for fire prevention 
o Encourage HUD/VA to adopt on fire prevention requirements 
o Encourage mortgage lenders to require homes to be built to minimum national 

building codes  
 Keep the pressure on agencies, develop action plans, use fire deaths and 

property losses to prove the need, find an advocate-family member or 
survivor to push the agenda, work with the USFA  

• Address equity issues 
o Acknowledge the underserved are disproportionately impacted by tragic fires 

 America is a tale of 2 cities- wealth population doesn't need space heaters 
and can afford safety devices, such as smoke and CO detectors. 

o Our most vulnerable populations, e.g., low income, elderly, are living in the least 
safe homes/environments 

o Promote diversity in the fire department. 
o Market to underserved, e.g., do we market to women or women-only 

households? 
o Know our audience 
o Educate our 20 somethings population - what do they know about smoke 

alarms/fire prevention? Do they have ladders to access an alarm? 
o Advocate the Ecosystem to bring about change - determine how to engage 

internal/community-based organizations, enlist them to become agents of change 
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in their communities, form relationships and trust (some individuals might distrust 
those in uniforms).   

• Hosting a President's Conference- Could USFA host/hold summit on Fire Prevention or do 
joint endeavor with President? 

• Define all aspects of fire prevention- Education, Code Enforcement, Legislative process 
• Remove the “we’ve always done it that way” from the equation.  Leadership needs to 

understand the WHY!!! 
• Leverage entrepreneurial thinkers that will push the limits; we need to encourage this 

behavior.   

GROUP 5: Tell the fire prevention story 

Questions  

1. Who is best suited to deliver the fire safety message and why? 
2. Each year, fires are started in the wildland by the same man-made ignition sources (power 

lines, carelessness, intentional. Why isn’t the devastation experienced by the West where 
whole communities are wiped out spurring concerted efforts to change behaviors? 

3. What fire prevention stories can be gleaned from the great fires of this century?  
4. Fire sprinklers work, yet they are generally seen by the building community as a pariah.  

a. How does the fire service partner with other agencies to change the mindset? 
b. Who does the fire need to partner with to change the mindset? 
c. Where does the fire service need to focus its resources to convince an influential 

body to support greater passage of pro-fire sprinkler legislation? 
5. How do we better capture and tell the story of “the fire that didn’t happen” to enhance 

the value of fire prevention? 
6. Looking to September, what organizations, agencies, governmental bodies, beyond that 

who attended Truman’s 1947 conference need to be included in the “must attend” list if 
we are going to make a dent in enjoining all decision makers in the fire prevention effort? 
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Kevin Sehlmeyer, State Fire Marshal, State of Michigan 

 

Answers/Discussion 

In addressing question 1, the working group indicated the following regarding the fire safety 
message:  

• Best suited are families, the ones that are most affected, impassioned voices of advocacy, 
stakeholders in the room (working collaboratively), and emergency workers delivering 
services.  

• Determine what "lock step" looks like, e.g., utilize Fire Prevention Week to present a 
unified message. 

• Acknowledge that current messaging is archaic.  
• Consider a weekly broadcast addressing current trends and ensure it is timely 

o Utilize wildland stories and provide messaging about both negative and positive 
outcomes (i.e., fear and hope).  

• Utilize applications to reach citizen and report incidents but recognize that this only 
focuses on aspects of fear, not hope.   

o We need to provide a message of hope to impact change 
• CRR focus should be on local needs- What is important to your community? 

o How do you reach your audience? What’s the reach? How do you reach the 
populations that are affected the most? 
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• Many departments do not have public affairs resources. You must engage professionals 
to engage the audience. This is not a budget statement. Getting someone to help shape 
messaging, e.g., Ad Council, pro bono external affairs, etc.       

• Messaging through national news - who is reading? Are you reaching your audience? 
• Messaging through education system - info sent home through school is read by parents  
• Watch a video to educate, to reach people directly about a product they’re using.  
• Make an agenda of messaging for year- use highway signs to convey fire safety messages 

when they aren't being used for accidents or traffic messaging  
• It's not about who gets credit- white labeling it, use partnerships, and provide space for 

the local departments to own it.  
• It must be pretty and compelling, may it able to be personalized with sometime like Canva 

- what if we have a message where we could all put our logo on it, like Close Before You 
Doze? 

In addressing question 2, the working group indicated the following regarding wildland fire 
impact: 

• Why isn’t devastation in the West spurring concerned efforts?  
• Utility fires account for 20% of incidents, there are a lot of natural incidents (maybe 60%), 

and some are manmade; fires have been the same- it's a natural process, but we’re just 
not paying attention to it.  

• We don't do a good job of saying when we can’t do something. Know when to ask for 
help.  

• We haven’t defined the problem, so, the solution isn’t effective; this feedback loop is 
critical.  

• There is a lack of understanding of wildfire behavior- it is not defined well. 
o The exposure model was defined by a wall of flames. There are many exposures 

that have not yet been defined.  
o We need someone to oversee exposure models 
o We need NIST and UL to work on models.  

 What’s the ember fall out look like/ what about retrofit homes?  
 Another aspect is managing the number of people exposed.  

• How much of an effort is there after a big fire to continue to tell the story it, e.g., educating 
about what happened last year to prevent it from happening again this year. 

• Everyone knows there’s going to be fires, but generational knowledge hasn’t been passed 
down. 

• General public does not know where the fire is located. Info that is accessible to first 
responders is not shared with general public.  FEMA should take the lead on this effort. 

• Include fire prevention messaging in utility bill. 
• Communicate emergency response plan to community. Florida has a tax-free week to 

prepare for known hazard. Do it a month or two before the fire season begins. Treat it 
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like an emergency response plan. FEMA needs to take the lead.  National standard is 
needed.  

In addressing question 3, the working group indicated the following regarding great fires of the 
century: 

• Despite code changes, we still have big fires with major casualties, e.g., Rhode Island N 
Nightclub, Ghost Ship, Grenfell Tower, 181st Street Bronx fire, Paradise Wildfire, etc.   

• More fires are in someone’s home 
o Wooster, MA - installed smart stoves, to turn off automatically. No fires the next 

year.  
• Frame out the template, going back to the local department, and share information 

quickly to turn it into a local campaign.   
• Circle back after an incident with follow-up story of what is happening to prevent that 

situation again. 
• Share success stories and turn those into teachable moments.  
• Share with a hashtag to show successes together (like Near Miss program); use something 

accessible that feeds to NFSA 
• Have a marketing contact for USFA              

In addressing question 4, the working group indicated the following regarding fire sprinklers: 
 

• Consider tax initiatives, rebates, utility incentive, or local level incentives for homeowners 
and building owners that install fire sprinklers  

o Downside is we haven’t done enough in our communities to draw the demand to 
consider it.  There are examples of communities that require it.  

• Consider Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing to support fire sprinklers. 
Could it change the mindset?  

• Consider exterior sprinklers in California to protect homes from wildfires.  
• Determine what would change the home builders’ minds  
• Develop partnership with entities performing the work.  
• Is it the job of the fire service to advocate for fire sprinklers? Fire service knows the 

outcome of having sprinklers or not.  
• Consider planning and zoning professionals. Could they modify code to allow more units 

if they are sprinkled, i.e., incentive? 
• Consider carbon credit.  If you prevent the fire, can they be entitled to credit? 
• A hurdle is asking the homeowner to manage a sprinkler system; it needs regular 

certification.  
• The answer is in the codes, but sprinkler requirement is often removed at local 

level.  Residential sprinklers aren’t required until there is major catastrophe in the 
community, e.g., reactive versus proactive.   
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In addressing question 5, the working group indicated the following about "the fire that didn’t 
happen": 

• Data!  How do we get those numbers in real time? 
• Utilize websites like http://sprinklersaves.com 
• Not only tell the story of where the save was but compare to where there was loss of life 

or damage.  
• Data on successes needs come from NFIRS Reporting  
• We should mirror EMS process  
• We need systems where data is coded.  EMS is amazing coding information. We need 

standardized themes.  
• There will be improvement in data collection and software.  
• Idea: folks doing data viz stuff - that’s grown a lot. There’s a demand for that. Need 

common tools. Who will be the one putting that out?  

In addressing question 6, the working group indicated the following regarding those who should 
attend the next Truman forum:  

• DoD (using information), FEMA (wildland fire management), International Association of 
Emergency Managers (concern about role of fire depts vs emergency). International 
Association of Black Firefighters, American Fire Sprinkler Association, CoreLogic, and ISO  

• Other non-traditional stakeholders may include home builders, CBIA (California), National 
League of Cities, Int’l City Management Association, American Public Health Association, 
Red Cross, United Way, AARP, Meals on Wheels. Faith based groups, Senior 
groups/organizations  

o A theme could be that we want you to come, but we also want your buy in.            
   

GROUP 6: Evaluating Risk and Making Decisions: “Armoring” fire officers with the best 
possible applied risk calculation skills training. 
 

Questions 

1. Compare & contrast circumstances and outcomes of key recent (2011-2021) firefighter 
LODD events – Stockton (CA), Baltimore (MD), St. Louis (MO), Estes Park (CO), Okanogan 
Valley (WA), Waynoka (OK), Long Beach (CA), Detroit (MI), Cincinnati (OH) for strategies 
to adopt that would improve decision-making.   

2. Do you think the expression, “Two things kill firefighters, culture and complacency” is 
accurate? 

a. Have attendees defend their position. 
b. Capture key points of defense.  
c. Explore the impact of decision-making on culture and complacency. 
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3. The term “compelling urge” has been coined to define the root cultural dynamic driving 
firefighters into buildings without conducting a proper evaluation of conditions.  

a. Is this dynamic a healthy dynamic to subscribe to? 
b. Where is the compelling urge first introduced to a firefighter? 
c. Why does it have such an overpowering hold on the American fire service? 

4. Discussions surrounding “risk assessment” and related terms like “survivability profile,” 
“transitional attack,” “fire dynamics,” and “defensive strategy,” create vigorous debate 
and rejection from a large segment of the fire service. What can be done to win over 
dissenters?  

5. What other high-risk industries should the fire service look to for strategies that may be 
beneficial to educating and preparing fire officers for high stress decisions? 

6. This topic will likely be presented to the larger body in September. What other facets of 
the topic need to be included for consideration? 

 
Devon Wells, Past President, International Society of Fire Service Instructors 
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Answers/Discussion 

• Need to train officers to ensure the “scene is slowed down to a point of comprehension.”-
Tim S. 

• Train officers on pre-loaded templates, so there is a consistency in their responses, then 
teach them how to identify events that create a need for change and choosing the right 
course of action.   

o “Effectively, consciously, not chaotically”- Wells 
• Officers need to be able to make decisions based on information gathered on arrival – 

that knowledge should be based in research and training. 
o Trained on how to apply technology that is available to make those decisions, e.g., 

officers need to be able to use technology to make accurate decisions. 
• We need to focus more on “what does correct look like?”, and then teach officers to fit 

that model to their organizations. 
o We are all too often focused on the LODD reports/NIOSH reports, and we don’t 

often review the incidents that went well.  
o We need to pattern ourselves after good results, not always focusing on the 

unfortunate results of LODDs. 
o Get positive fire operation reports out to the fire service to drive the desire of fire 

officers to be like the good operations. Create a desire for good, not a fear of the 
bad.  

• We need to have simplified summaries of LODD reports, so the officers can easily train on 
those topics and learn different decision-making models.  

• We need formalized officer training that consists of pre-loaded strategies, leadership 
training, and training on how to increase positive group dynamics. 

o Arm the officers with the tools necessary to stand up for what is right and to direct 
firefighters. 
 Example: Worcester MA LODD – chief made decision to not send any more 

FF’s in, saving many lives. How do you get Officers that level of confidence 
and surety?  

• Help Fire Officers define what is "at risk". 
o Risk is based on decisions; Hazards are consistent across all jurisdictions.  

• Fire Officers need to know the “WHY?” 
o They need to understand the research and principles, so they can apply them 

appropriately on the fireground.  
• Blaming “Culture” is the fastest way to shut down firefighters, so they do not listen to the 

message.  
• Instead of “Culture and complacency kill firefighters” it can be restated to say, “Peer 

pressure and a history of success kill firefighters.” 
• There is a belief that “you are invincible because you don’t know what you don’t know.” 
• Develop character in firefighters and officers to get culture to change.  
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o Character is the one ingredient in leadership development that creates positive 
outcomes. 

• Be wise about how training programs are delivered. The fire service will tear apart a single 
word and defeat the entire program.  

o Goes back to character and providing the “why” through data collection and 
dissemination. 

o It's not about winning over the “dissenters” – it's about getting information out 
and having them be able to use it and understand it. 

• Fire officers and department need to use the mentality of “you do you” based on research 
and sound tactics. Don’t try to be exactly like everyone else.   

o  “You do you” refers to department level not an individual level. Don’t assume the 
program you see delivered will automatically fit for your department.  Context 
matters.  

• There are many other high-risk industries (airlines, nuclear, space industry, etc.) but we 
can only take certain aspects of their risk/hazard programs. 

o Airlines industry is good, but mainly look at emergency response like Capt. 
Sullenberger as he put the plane down in the Hudson River. His composure in the 
time of dire emergency is good to be able to study and understand why he 
performed so well.        

GROUP 7: How do we continue to carry forward the legacy of Truman’s vision 
 

Questions 

Opening discussion topics: 

• What do you know about the state of the fire problem in the United States in the year(s) 
leading up to President Truman’s 1947 National Conference on Fire Prevention? 

• Do you think there is relevance in a report issued 75 years ago? 
• When did you become aware of the 1947 National Conference on Fire Prevention? 

The three previous questions set the stage for the rest of the group discussion.  

1. Many of the issues identified in the Truman report still exist today. What strategies can 
be employed or developed to connect the fire problems of today with the events that 
spurred Truman to action? 

2. The fire service is routinely held in high regard by the community and looked to as the 
lead on fire prevention. Truman’s commission saw the fire service as one component of 
a more complex system for preventing fire. What does the fire service do to convince the 
other components of their role in creating a fire safe community as Truman envisioned? 

3. What do you think contributed to Truman’s Commission Report moving from a priority in 
the eyes of America to its status today? 
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4. How do we continue to carry forward the legacy of Truman’s vision? 

 

 
Trish Wolford, Chief of Anne Arundel County Fire Department 

 
Answers/Discussion 
 

• The findings from Truman's 1947 report are just as relevant today as they were 75 years 
ago – unanimous decision of the group 

• How do America Burning and Truman live together or apart? 
o One compliments the other. American Burning is not at the same depth as 

Truman.  
o Anne Phillips (America Burning) standing up to the group.  
o Change the mindset that prevention is second class. 
o Should we be angry, or should we all be fired?  
o Change the title of Fire Chief to Chief Survival Officer. 
o Level of emotion? Having the community invested into their own fire safety, e.g., 

Checking extinguishers and being trained to evacuate. 
o Can you give an hour of your shift? What percent is it? Can you give 4%?  
o Short term gain versus long term gain – How do we get people to pay attention? 

• What strategies can be employed or developed to connect the fire problems of today 
with the events that spurred Truman to action? 

o Wildland fire problem – climate change, dangers of the smoke, capturing  the 
public’s attention 
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• How do we carry forward Truman's vision? 
o Utilize media and marketing 

 State of Fire in America address – Truman Legacy – status of fire in 
America – on the big media stage 

 Ken Burns – documentary - Dennis Leary to narrate 
 Next blockbuster movie – can we get a piece of the introduction for fire 

prevention  
 Chicago Fire TV show – needs to have more PSA’s, talk to Annette, use 

the national stage for a positive in prevention 
• How is the history is understood? 

o Stakeholders 
o We need an Anne Phillips of this generation 
o Do we have all the tools or are we all still looking for the tools? 
o Leadership, ownership 
o More authority and funding for the US Fire Administrator 
o Commitment  
o Plan to sustain 
o Grassroots forum 
o Funding 
o Research 

• What is the carry forward? 
o Bringing people to the table 
o Forums across the country 
o Speak to the top to give the tools to carry on the legacy from the bottom (deliver 

at the local level) 
o Can’t forget to include EMS, wildland 
o Four things we could ALL be doing in regard to life safety and fire prevention. 

Same message, same page.  
o Funding to be at the big seven national conferences (Dalmatian puppies instead 

of a booth) 
o Protect your home for pets' sake – people love their animals and would do 

anything for them, leverage this for prevention.  
o Provide a face lift to fire prevention  

• What is your “great idea”? 
o Get mad, call ourselves out in public, e.g., like approach used by MADD 
o We need to get in the White House. We need another presidential movement.  
o Reestablish the joint council of fire services – 11 organization heads meet, twice 

a year. The Congressional Fire Service Institute (CFSI) was born out of here.  
o Change the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
o My neighbor’s keeper - community based initiative for fire safety – personal 

responsibility 
o Encourage Good Samaritans 
o Make all cell phones are smoke detectors 

• Who do we need to invite that isn’t here? 
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o All federal agencies – a staffer from the agency, government affairs staff 
o A government decision maker – politician – senator, governor  
o Mayors and governors (conferences) 
o National media 
o Minority-based church groups, chamber of commerce  
o The “three-year firefighter” 
o CEOs of private sector (Apple, Android) 
o Insurance companies 

 

Closing Remarks 

The day ended with closing remarks from Vicki Pritchett, Dr. Moore-Merrell, Dr. Kerber, Chief 
Siarnicki, and others.  Ms. Pritchett reminded the audience that "Fire is faster and more powerful 
than we are!".  Further, she stated that we must practice what we preach and resist being 
comfortable with the current state of fire prevention in the U.S.  

 
Vicki Pritchett, NFSA 

 

Dr. Moore-Merrill stressed the importance of being in lock-step and carrying out our mission 
together with longevity.  Dr. Kerber urged the audience to get beyond the heart of the problem 
and get to the brain.  He indicated that the number are going in the wrong direction and that we 
should consider everything after a spark a fire problem.   Chief Siarnicki ended by stating that we 
must keep pushing every single day on every single occurrence to make a difference in fire safety. 
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Future Actions 
 
The attendees’ wishes and direction to the NFFF were clear. The actions resulting from President 
Truman’s direction to convene the first fire prevention commission in 1947 made substantive 
changes to fire safety in America. However, as communities developed a sense of being more fire 
safe, the age old human condition of complacency replaced urgency.  

The NFFF’s next step is to convene another, expanded gathering in late summer/early fall 2022. 
Invitations to the next meeting will be sent to federal, state, local, corporate, and private citizens 
who have been “touched by fire.” The strategy behind expanding the invitation list is twofold. 
First, in the spirit of President Truman’s first commission, the fire service needs the entire 
community engaged in the battle for a more fire safe community. It is clear from history, including 
very recent history, efforts to date still fall short of preventing a higher percentage of preventable 
losses of life and property from fire. This isn’t to suggest failure, but it does suggest we in the fire 
service are not happy with the results and cannot advance the mission without enjoining the 
entire community. Second, by bringing people from every level of the community who have been 
directly affected by fire into the discussion, we take the essential step of tapping into a yet 
untapped resource. People expect the fire service to deliver a fire safety message. But if the 
message is being delivered to enterprises, individuals, and government officials who have never 
experienced a fire, then the message can go half-heard. However, when someone of the same 
culture as those being addressed stands and delivers a personal experience, there is a relatability 
factor that cannot be denied.         
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Appendix A: 16 Fire and Life Safety Initiatives 
 

#1  Define and advocate the need for a cultural change within the fire service relating to 
safety; incorporating leadership, management, supervision, accountability and personal 
responsibility.  

#2  Enhance the personal and organizational accountability for health and safety throughout 
the fire service.  

#3  Focus greater attention on the integration of risk management with incident 
management at all levels, including strategic, tactical and planning responsibilities.  

#4  All firefighters must be empowered to stop unsafe practices.  

#5  Develop and implement national standards for training, qualifications, and certification 
(including regular recertification) that are equally applicable to all firefighters based on 
the duties they are expected to perform.  

#6  Develop and implement national medical and physical fitness standards that are equally 
applicable to all firefighters, based on the duties they are expected to perform.  

#7  Create a national research agenda and data collection system that relates to the 
initiatives.  

#8  Utilize available technology wherever it can produce higher levels of health and safety.  

#9  Thoroughly investigate all firefighter fatalities, injuries and near misses.  

#10  Grant programs should support the implementation of safe practices and/or mandate 
safe practices as an eligibility requirement.  

#11  National standards for emergency response policies and procedures should be developed 
and championed.  

#12  National protocols for response to violent incidents should be developed and 
championed.  

#13  Firefighters and their families must have access to counseling and psychological support.  

#14  Public education must receive more resources and be championed as a critical fire and 
life safety program.  

#15  Advocacy must be strengthened for the enforcement of codes and the installation of 
home fire sprinklers.  

#16  Safety must be a primary consideration in the design of apparatus and equipment.  
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Appendix B: 24 Strategies to Moving Forward 
 

1  Integrate fire prevention and public education into the regular operations of the fire 
department. Key tenets of this strategy include encouraging fire departments to change 
their culture to value fire prevention on equally with operations, starting fire prevention 
education at the recruit level, viewing fire as a failure in the system, and understanding 
that that the fire chief is ultimately responsible for Community Risk Reduction (CRR).  

2  Educate public officials, local and senior, on the value of fire protection and their obligation 
to provide it.  

3  Transfer technology to key legislators to move technology transfer forward.  

4  Use data, research, and science as a basis for improving fire prevention. Integrating data 
and research will give us the power to tell the story of why change is needed. Firefighters 
and fire officers are on the front lines of this and it is critical that they know the value and 
importance of data – both locally and nationally. This strategy includes the proper funding 
of basic fire service research, including physiological, fire behavior, and others.  

5  Marry modern solutions with modern challenges and problems. Since the events of 1947, 
our nation has only grown more complex – both in our use and access to technology and in 
our people. Technology and interactive applications that didn’t exist in 1947 now give us 
the power to reach the public in ways once unimaginable. With this, the diversity of our 
nation’s generations and ethnic cultures has changed fire prevention and we must account 
for these complexities in developing our messages.  

6  Using blended learning with technology and vocational hands on.  

7  Proper level of funding for USFA to provide a leadership role in the fire prevention-  
support from fire organizations.  

8  Presidential or congressional commission to assess the fire problem in the US and make 
recommendations (funding, authorization, authority).  

9  Find new ways to leverage fire prevention safety efforts. Identify and act on creative 
strategies to increasing fire prevention methods, such as encouraging government 
agencies such as Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the Department of Veterans 
Affairs (VA), who provide 48% of all new mortgages, to limit mortgage funding to homes 
without sprinklers.  

10  Move USFA to DOT. DOT recognized a problem with airbag deployments and killing kids. 
They eliminated it. DOT has put a reminder to look in your back seat for a child. That took 
50 kids dying. They are a federal agency that makes changes.  

11  Educate the public on the importance of codes and standards and adopt them without 
change.  

12  Improve our political acumen across the board. If we don't get better there, we are never 
going to make change. Understand success stories.  

13  Improve relationships - will not listen unless there is a relationship.  

14  Emergency management community- involve this component in the message and process  

15  Define the role of the fire service community in the wildland fire - emphasis had been on 
structural fires. Wider recognition of the wildland fire problem.  

16  Use the NFPA ecosystem as the framework  
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17  Bring outsiders into our internal discussion and bring our inside discussions to educate the 
community.  

18  Tell the fire prevention story. Use professional marketing expertise to get our message out 
so that as many people as possible are aware of and understand the importance of fire 
prevention.  

19  Involvement of the fire service in the fire and building code process and follow up 
adoption.  

20  Look at safety differently influence over control  

21  Translate research into our public message (ex. Close the door vs crawl low in smoke). 
Identify who will take the lead in the fire prevention message, who will join in? We need a 
national spokesperson. Dick Van Dyke used to tell me stop drop and roll when I was a kid.  

22  Make sure the volunteer fire service is heard.  

23  Economic vs. emotional impact of fire - quantify how fire, fire prevention, fire suppression. 
Phoenix ASU project of measuring fire loss.  

24  Take advantage of AFG’s ability to direct funding to a specific project or projects.  
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Appendix C: List of Attendees 
 

Michael Anderson  
Battalion Chief 
Travis County ESD#2- Pflugerville Fire Dept. 

Kepra Jack  
COO 
HeartFit For Duty 
 

Robert Apodaca 
Board Member 
National Volunteer Fire Council 

Joseph Jardin 
Assistant Chief - Chief of Fire Prevention 
Fire Department City of New York 
 

David Blenman 
President of Guardian Knights Inc. 
IABPFF 
 

Tom Jenkins 
Fire Chief 
City of Rogers Fire Department 
 

John Buckman 
President 
German Township Fire Department 

Stephanie Johnson 
Captain 
Minneapolis Fire Department 
 

Sean Carroll 
Director of Government Relations 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 

Kris Kazian 
Fire Chief 
Windsor Severance Fire Rescue 
 

Timothy Cowan 
NYS Advocate 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 

Steve Kerber 
Executive Director 
UL's Fire Safety Research Institute 
 

Yvonne Feijoo 
FI / EMS QM 
Broward Sheriff’s Office, Dept. of FR&ES 

Gary Krichbaum 
Program Manager 
First Responder Center of Excellence 
 

Karl Fippinger 
Vice President, Fire and Disaster Mitigation 
International Code Council 
 

Frank Leeb 
Deputy Assistant Chief 
Fire Department City of New York 
 

John Granby 
Board member 
First Responder Center of Excellence 
 

Jamie McAllister  
Technical Director 
FireTox, LLC  
 

Charles Hood 
Fire Chief 
San Antonio Fire Department 
 

Caitlin McGuire 
Events Management & Special Projects 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 

Otto Huber 
Fire Chief 
Loveland Symmes Fire Department 
 

Christopher Monestier 
Deputy Chief 
San Antonio Fire Department 
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Lori Moore-Merrell, United States Fire 
Administrator 
United States Fire Administration 
 

Kevin Sehlmeyer 
State Fire Marshal 
State of Michigan 

Mike Morgan 
Director 
Colorado Division of Fire Prevention and Control 
 

Timothy Sendelbach 
Fire Chief 
Loveland Fire Rescue Authority 
 

Ross Mulkerrin 
Development Manager 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 
 

Ronald Siarnicki 
Executive Director 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 
 

Raymond O'Brocki 
Manager- Fire Service Relations 
American Wood Council 
 

Daniela Sicuranza 
Senior Writer & Producer, Director of Outreach 
Laura Evans Media 
 

John Oates 
CEO 
International Public Safety Data Institute 
 

Denise Smith 
Professor 
Skidmore College 
 

Nicholas Perkins 
Fire Chief 
TCESD#2, Pflugerville Fire Department 
 

Victor Stagnaro 
Managing Director 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 
 

Vicki Pritchett 
Vice President/Executive Officer 
National Fire Sprinkler Association 
 

Harry Statter 
Founder/CEO 
Frontline Wildfire Defense 
 

Shane Ray 
President 
National Fire Sprinkler Association 
 

Russell Strickland 
Secretary 
Maryland Dept. of Emergency Management 
 

Terri Reid 
Health and Safety Chairperson 
International Association of Black Professional 
Firefighters 
 

Adam Thiel 
Fire Commissioner 
Philadelphia Fire Department 
 

Sonya Roth 
Event Coordinator / Travel Manager 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 
 

Kathleen Tomanelli-Loveless 
Executive Director 
Maryland State Firemen’s Association 
 

Dennis Schoen, Jr. 
Captain - Fire Code Official 
Sunland Park Fire Department 
 

Devon Wells 
Past President 
International Society of Fire Service Instructors 
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Ben West 
Deputy Advocate Manager / Battalion Chief 
NFFF / Gallatin Fire Department (TN) 
 
Angela White 
Education Director, President 
Wisconsin Technical College/North American Fire 
Training Directors 
 
Ken Willette 
Executive Director 
North American Fire Training Directors 
 
Trisha Wolford 
Fire Chief 
Anne Arundel County Fire Department 
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Appendix D: Working Groups 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Group 1 Group 2 
Tom Jenkins (Facilitator) John Oates (Facilitator) 

Tim Cowan Kris Kazian 
John Granby Gary Krichbaum 
Charles Hood Ray O'Brocki 

Stephanie Johnson Terri Reid 
Russell Strickland Adam Thiel 

Kate Tomanelli-Loveless  
Group 3 Group 4 

Nick Perkins (Facilitator) Vickie Pritchett (Facilitator) 
Otto Huber David Blenman 

Mike Morgan Sean Carroll 
Dennis Schoen Kepra Jack 
Victor Stagnaro Joe Jardin 
Angela White  

Group 5 Group 6 
Kevin Sehlmeyer (Facilitator) Devon Wells (Facilitator) 

Michael Anderson Charles Hood 
Bobby Apodaca Frank Leeb 
Yvonne Feijoo Steve Kerber 
Karl Fippinger Tim Sendelbach 

Daniela Sicuranza Ben West 
Group 7 

Trisha Wolford (Facilitator) 
John Buckman 

Christopher Monestier 
Ron Siarnicki 
Denise Smith 

Shane Ray 
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National Fallen Firefighters Foundation Mission 
 

Our mission is to honor and remember America’s fallen fire heroes, to provide resources to 
assist their survivors in rebuilding their lives, and work within the fire service community to 

reduce firefighter deaths and injuries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

National Fallen Firefighters Foundation  
Post Office Drawer 498  
Emmitsburg, Maryland 21727  
Phone: 301.447.1365 • Fax: 301.447.1645• Email: firehero@firehero.org  
Website: www.firehero.org 
 
© 2022 National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 
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